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Abstract: Location is increasingly becoming a crucial criterion of Quality of Service (QoS) in mobile computing environments due to
the widespread adoption of location-sensing devices. Although some previous work has studied the service composition protocols based
on QoS in ad hoc networks, they do not explicitly take services’ location into account. In this paper, we present a distributed service
composition algorithm suitable for ad hoc networks to find the optimal composite service with the lowest cost while satisfying distance
constraint. Based on the idea of a source-initiated on-demand protocol, a transmission approach of service request messages is exploited
to dynamically discover and compose the appropriate basic services in a service network. To solve the broadcast storm problem of
control messages, a message filtering algorithm is proposed to effectively discard the unqualified control messages. Simulation results
demonstrate that the proposed algorithm significantly outperforms the traditional algorithms in terms of success rate, cost and control
message overhead.
Keywords: Service composition, location-based service, ad hoc networks

1 Introduction
Technological advances in mobile device design and
development as well as wireless networking are leading
us towards a vision of pervasive computing where a large
number of smart devices are around users and provide an
array of services. A group of wireless devices can form an
ad hoc network without the aid of any existing network
infrastructure. Due to resource limitation and the nature
of heterogeneity, the device nodes generally provide small
and simple services some of which may perform similar
or identical functionality, but possibly distributed in
different locations. Thus, users often need to discover and
compose some desired services within a limited location
or distance to accomplish their complicated tasks. For
example, there are a variety of restaurants, hotels, shops,
theaters, parking services and supermarkets in a city.
They exploit wireless devices to broadcast their services
towards the potential users in their vicinities, at the same
time the wireless devices can form an ad hoc network.
When visitors arrive at the city, they use their smart
phones or pads to search the desired services,
dynamically compose them, and finally obtain the
satisfied composite services with the minimal cost within
∗ Corresponding

a limited distance. Similar examples in ad hoc networks
rang from mobile commerce environments to army
warfront environments, sensor networks to deep space
exploration research [1].
Service composition has been widely researched in
the areas of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and
Service Oriented Computing (SOC) [2]. In addition,
plenty of works on QoS-aware service composition in
wired fixed networks have been conducted to compose a
set of appropriate services into a richer service satisfying
certain application-level Quality of Service (QoS)
requirements [3–5]. However, these service composition
approaches cannot directly applied in wireless ad hoc
networks with intermittent connectivity and the absence
of central servers. Thus, some work is carried out to study
the protocols and infrastructures of service discovery and
service composition to satisfy functional requirements of
users in ad hoc networks [1, 6, 7]. Considering the
non-functional properties of composite services, some
researches are conducted to investigate QoS aware service
composition middleware and algorithms. In addition to
application level QoS criteria, such as delay, price,
availability, reputation and reliability, they concern about
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the network level QoS criteria, including node
availability, network delay and network reliability. More
recently, some researchers studied the minimum service
disruptions [8] and predicted the mobility of service
providers [9] to obtain dependable service composition.
However, these works do not explicitly consider location
based service discovery and service composition in ad
hoc networks.
Location has been one of crucial QoS criteria in
mobile computing environments. In general, users prefer
to search and use the services within a specified area
around them or a limited distance apart from them. Many
location based services have been easily accomplished
based on outdoors positioning technologies, such as GPS,
and indoors positioning technologies [10], such as WiFi
or RFID positioning. In this paper, we formulate the
location aware service composition problem in an ad hoc
network, and transform the problem into a service path
discovery within a limited distance in a service network.
Then we present a distributed service composition
algorithm to discover desired basic services and compose
them to obtain a composite service with satisfying
distance constraints while minimizing the cost, such as
price and resource consumptions. This paper mainly
considers services’ distance rather than other QoS
metrics, such as delay, availability, reliability and
reputation. Actually, the proposed algorithm can be used
to deal with the service composition based on the other
QoS metrics. We focus on the sequential service
composition pattern, which is the basic of more
complicated structures with the loop, selective or parallel
branches.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 reviews the related work; Section 3 formulates
the service composition problem for ad hoc networks;
Service composition algorithm is proposed in Section 4;
Section 5 conducts simulation experiments to evaluate the
performances of our algorithm, and finally the paper
concludes in Section 6.

2 Related Work
Although service composition has been widely studied
for wired-infrastructure environments like Internet [3, 11],
its approaches cannot be directly applied in the ad hoc
networking environments where it is difficult to find such
an infrastructure to discover and compose services in a
centralized way. Some work studied service composition
infrastructures and frameworks in ad hoc networks. Gaber
et al. [7] utilized a group of autonomous agents to
represent composite services and established affinity
relationships among agents to achieve service discovery
and composition in pervasive computing. Chen et al. [6]
presented a P2P mobile service composition
infrastructure based on context awareness. Chakraborty et
al. [1] elegantly investigated service composition in
mobile environments and presented a distributed service
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composition protocols based on distributed brokerage
mechanisms. Basu et al. [12] described a hierarchical
task-graph based approach to enable service composition
in ad hoc networks. However, these researches used
best-effort approaches and do not concern about QoS and
resource consumptions that is important for real-time
systems.
More recently, some work focused on the QoS aware
service composition in ad hoc networks. Park et al. [13]
proposed a SOA-based middleware to support QoS
control of mobile applications and conserve energy
consumption. Yang’s work [14] proposed a QoS model
specifically for pervasive services with consideration of
user-perceived factors, such as availability, reliability,
price and delay, and mobile wireless work characteristics,
such as node availability, network delay and network
reliability. Mokhtar [8] presented a solution of a QoS
aware service composition in pervasive computing
environments with the aid of QoS-aware semantic service
discovery and QoS-aware integration of service
conversations. Kumar et al. proposed an ant colony based
service selection algorithm with respect to jitter, hop
count and service availability in wireless mesh networks
environment [15]. Luo et al. [16] presented a
network-aware algorithm for service composition with
consideration of network availability, delay, price and
reputation in wireless environments. In addition, some
work has been conducted to obtain reliable composite
services in this field. A service composition and recovery
framework, including service routing and network
routing, is conducted to achieve minimum service
disruptions for mobile ad hoc networks in the work [17].
Wang [9] predicted the mobility of service providers to
achieve dependable service composition in mobile ad hoc
networks.
In all, the existing work mostly focused on the service
composition middlewares, service composition based on
QoS, and reliable service composition methods. To our
knowledge, however, there is no research work to study
explicitly location aware service composition in ad hoc
networks. In this paper, we are to utilize control message
transmission mechanisms to discover and compose
services based on distance constraint in order to minimize
the cost of composite services.

3 Notation and Formalization
3.1 Service Composition Request
A service composition request mainly consists of a
function graph GF and distance requirement Dreq . The
function graph is a directed graph with nodes representing
elementary functions and edges representing the
dependency links between functions. The dependency
link indicates that the output of one function is used as the
input by its successor. For simplification, this paper only
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focuses on discussing the linear function graph whose
solution is the basic of that of more complicated function
graphs.
Definition 1 (Linear function graph). An linear
function graph is a sequence of functions [ f1 , f2 , . . . , fm ],
such that f1 is the first function, fm is the final function,
and for every function fi (1 < i < m), its direct
predecessor is fi−1 and its direct successor is fi+1 . The
distance requirements refer to the maximum allowed
distance of service compositions which will be discussed
in Section 3.3.

3.2 Service Network
In ad hoc networks, there are lots of device nodes some of
which provide various services with different functions or
different QoS criteria, and others of which do not provide
any service, and only participate in service composition by
forwarding the services for other nodes.
In such a network, there are three types of entities:
devices, links and services, which form a service network.
Nodes represent devices and edges represent the wireless
links between two devices. Services offered by devices
refer to self-constrained application units offering certain
functionalities. A service composition aims to connect the
needed component services on different nodes to provide
users a unified service. For a composite service, nodes are
classified into three categories: service node, relay node
and dumb node. A service node is the node offering at
least one component service for the composite service; a
relay node only transmits the messages as an intermediate
node; and a dumb node provides neither basic services
nor control message transmissions of the composite
service.

3.3 Distance and Cost
The distance of a composite service is the sum of
Euclidean distance between each two adjacent service
nodes. Suppose that a composite service includes m
service nodes that are denoted by < SN1 , SN2 , . . . , SNm >
in order, and the coordinates of the i-th node SNi are
denoted by (xi , yi ). So the distance DS of the composite
service S can be expressed by formula (1).
DS =

m−1 q

∑

(xi − xi+1 )2 + (yi − yi+1 )2

(1)

i=0

The cost of a service refers to the price of the service
or its resource consumptions such as the usage of
computation, network bandwidth, energy and time. In this
paper, we use the price of a service as its cost. If
considering resource consumptions, the cost of a service
can be obtained using the cost functions of the resources.
The cost of a composite service is the sum of the cost of
its all basic services. Suppose that a composite service
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includes n basic services si (i = 1, 2, . . . , n), and the cost
of service si is denoted by ci . Then the cost C of the
composite service S can be expressed by formula (2).
n

CS = ∑ ci

(2)

i=1

3.4 Problem Formulation
We formulate a location-aware service composition
problem in a wireless ad hoc network as a service path
discovery problem in a service network. That is, a service
composition is to search a service path that sequentially
connects the service nodes performing functions of a
function graph. More specific definition of a service path
is given as follows.
Definition 2 (Service Path). A set of pairs
ps = < N1 , S1 >, < N2 , S2 >, . . . , < Nn , Sn > is a service
path of function graph GF = [ f1 , f2 , . . . , fm ] iff:
In a set N of nodes [N1 , N2 , . . . , Nn ], node N1 is source
node of the path, node Nn is destination node of the path.
For each node Ni (1 < i < n), it can directly communicate
with both its predecessor Ni−1 and its successor Ni+1 . A
set of links li j (1 ≤ i < n, j = i + 1) between Ni and N j is
denoted by L.
Logical service Si is the service that is used by path ps
on node Ni . If Ni is a relay node, its service Si = 0 since
Ni does not provide any service. If Ni is a service node, its
service Si 6= 0 since Ni offers one or more actual services
for path ps .
From a set Sl of the logical services [S1 , S2 , . . . , Sn ],
we select service Si (Si 6= 0) in order and form a set Sa of
actual services [s1 , s2 , . . . , sm ](m ≤ n) where service si can
perform function fi , which is denoted as si ∼ fi .
For example, in Fig. 1, the solid line represents a
service path ps = {< Na , 0 >, < Nb , 0 >, < Nc , s1 >, <
Nd , 0 >, < Ne , s2 >, < N f , 0 >, < Ng , 0 >, < Nh , s3 >} and
node set N = [Na , Nb , Nc , Nd , Ne , N f , Ng , Nh ], logical
service set Sl = [0, 0, s1 , 0, s2 , 0, 0, s3 ] and actual service
set Sa = [s1 , s2 , s3 ]. Note that when a node provides two
consecutive services for ps , the two nodes corresponding
to the two services are same in ps .
Suppose the distance of a service path p be D p , and its
cost be C p . The service path p which can perform GF and
satisfy D p ≤ Dreq is defined as a feasible service path p f ,
which can be denoted as p f → (GF , Dreq ). In a service
network, there may exist multiple feasible service paths
P f = {p1f , p2f , . . . , prf }. Hence, the objective of our
f
algorithm is to find the optimal service path popt which is
the feasible service path with the minimal cost. The
optimal service path can be expressed as follows:
f
popt
= arg min C p (pif )
f

(3)

pi ∈P f
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4 Service Composition Algorithm
Based on main ideas of a source-initiated on-demand
protocol, a source node creates request messages of
service composition and transmits them in an ad hoc
network. The messages discover and compose
dynamically the appropriate basic services on the visited
nodes in order. The discovered feasible service paths are
returned to the source node where the best service path
with the minimal cost is selected as the final composite
service.

4.1 Service Composition Requests
A user requires a composite service that can accomplish
graph function GF = [ f1 , f2 , . . . , fm ] under the condition
of satisfying distance requirement Dreq . Then a client
node or source node, such as user’s smart phone, is
assigned to initiate a service path discovery by originating
a Service Composition Request (SREQ) message and
broadcasting it in a service network. The structure of
SREQ message header can be expressed as (msgId,
sourceNode, preServiceNode, nextFunction, sumDistance,
sumCost, maxDistance, functionGraph, passedPath). The
msgId is the identification number of the SREQ on the
source node. The sourceNode is the address of the node
initiating this message. The preServiceNode represents
the last service node in service path ptr . The nextFunction
is the function to be discovered in GF . The sumDistance
and sumCost are the distance and cost of ptr , respectively.
The maxDistance, functionGraph and passedPath
represent Dreq , GF and ptr , respectively. A SREQ
message can be uniquely identified by using both msgId
and sourceNode.

4.2 Data Structures on Nodes
Each node has a local service table which stores the
information of the services provided by this node. An
entry of the local service table represents a service
expressed as (id, address, functions, cost). The id is the
identification of the service, address is the address of this
node, functions is the functions accomplished by this
service, and cost is the cost of the service.
Besides, each node uses a service request table to
store the SREQs that have visited this node, which is used
to filter SREQ messages. Each node is aware of its own
location using GPS or wireless positioning
techniques [10].

4.3 Service Composition Request Transmission
Once the source node creates a SREQ and sends it
towards its neighbor nodes, the SREQ will be duplicated
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and transmitted among nodes in the ad hoc network. The
objective of each SREQ is to find a feasible service path
satisfying user’s distance constraint according to the
function graph.
The principal processing logic of the SREQs is
described as follows: When a node ni receives a SREQ
message sreq, it will search its local service table to
discover whether there is one or more services
accomplishing nextFunction of sreq. If the node cannot
find any suitable service, it is considered as relay node
and only adds local address to the passedPath of sreq, and
transmits the message to its neighbors. If the node finds
one or more feasible services, it is a service node and
does the following operations:
I. If the node finds multiple feasible services, it will
choose one service whose cost is minimal from the
feasible services.
II. Calculates the distance from the previous service
node to this node, and adds the distance to
sumDistance of sreq. If there is no previous service
node, the distance from the source node to the node
is computed.
III. Adds the cost of the discovered service to the sumCost
of sreq.
IV. Adds the local address to the passedPath of sreq.
V. Sets preServiceNode of sreq to the local node.
VI. Updates the nextfunction of sreq to the successor of
this function in functionGraph.
VII. Finally, broadcasts the SREQ to its neighbor nodes.
For example, in Fig. 1, source node a initiates three
service composition requests, i.e. sreq1, sreq2 and sreq3,
to discover composite services accomplishing function
graph f 1 → f 2 → f 3. The sreq1 is sent to node b where
no service s1 is found, so the relay node updates the
passedPath of sreq1 and transmit sreq1 to its neighbors.
After receiving sreq1, node c finds a service s1 with the
function f 1 in the local service table. Then it calculates
the distance d1 from source node to it, and adds the
distance to sumDistance of sreq1. The cost of sreq1 and
the address of node b are added to sumCost and
passedPath of sreq1, respectively. The preServiceNode
and nextFunction of sreq1 is set to node b and f 2,
respectively. After updating sreq1, this node continues to
transmit this SREQ. The sreq1 is processed and
transmitted on other nodes in the similar way. In the end,
it finds a feasible service path {< a, 0 >, < b, 0 >, <
c, s1 >, < d, 0 >, < e, s2 >, < f , 0 >, < g, 0 >, < h, s3 >}
whose distance is d1 + d2 + d3, and the cost is
c1 + c2 + c3 where ci is the cost of service si.
The first problem of the above SREQ processing is
that the SREQs tends to find the relatively short service
paths, which may lose the chances to discover long
service paths with less cost. Once discovering a service,
the principal algorithm immediately searches next
function of the SREQ, which do not fully use the long
distance allowance. The SREQs with surplus distance
should be sent to travel longer trips to find the basic
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which can be calculated according to the following
formula.

 Dmax − Dsum , C 6= 0
sum
(5)
Greq =
Csum
D −
Dsum , Csum = 0
max

g

s3
f

d3

s2

s2 e
s1

d2

where Dmax , Dsum and Csum are the maxDistance,
sumDistance and sumCost of sreq, respectively. The
larger is the value of SREQ’s goodness, the more chance
has the SREQ to find a feasible service path.
When a node receives a SREQ message sreqk0 created
by a service composition request k, it searches the SREQ
messages initiated by the request k in its service request
k
table. If finding a set Ssreq
= {sreqk1 , sreqk2 , . . . , sreqkn } of
such SREQs, the goodness Gk0 of sreqk0 is compared with
k . The received
the goodness Gki of each SREQ in Ssreq
k
SREQ sreq0 will be discarded if whose goodness satisfies
the following inequality.

q2
q3

sre

s1 sre

s1

sreq1 d1

c
d

a
b
f1

f2
Source node

f3

function graph

service node

relay node / dumb node

Fig. 1: Service discovery and composition

services with the less cost. So we introduce a distance
vitality index to estimate the remainder distance of a
SREQ after finding a feasible service path. The distance
vitality index Vreq of a SREQ message sreq can be
calculated using the following formula.

 Dmax × Nds , D 6= 0
sum
Vreq = Dsum × N f un

max,
Dsum = 0
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(4)

where Dsum and Dmax are the sumDistance and
maxDistance of sreq, respectively; N f un is the function
number in the graph function (N f un > 0); Nds is the
number of the services discovered by sreq. Dsum = 0
means that the SREQ starts to discover the first basic
service, so its vitality is maximum. Vreq = 1 means the
ideal case that the SREQ needs to travel the distance of
Dmax to find a service path. As an estimate metric,
Vreq > 1 indicates that the SREQ may have surplus
distance after finding a service path, while Vreq < 1
indicates that it is possibly difficult for the SREQ to find a
service path within the maximum allowed distance.
When the Vreq of a SREQ message is greater than 1, the
SREQ has more distance potential to continue searching
the services accomplishing the current function rather than
the nextFunction. Otherwise, the SREQ is to immediately
search the service with the function of nextFunction. This
can lengthen the search path of the SREQ to find better
service on more nodes.
The second problem induced by the principal SREQ
processing is that the broadcast of SREQs may lead to
broadcast storm [18], or create too much control
messages in the network. So we should drop the
unqualified SREQs when transmitting the messages.
To evaluate the performance of a SREQ, the goodness
of a SREQ is introduced to indicate the possibility of
discovering high quality service paths for the SREQ. The
goodness of a SREQ message sreq is denoted as Greq

α Gk0 ≤ Gki , i = 1, 2, . . . , n

(6)

where the weight α controls the number of the SREQs that
are transmitted by this node. The larger is the weight α ,
the more SREQs would be transmitted. Usually, α is set to
1. In Fig. 1, for example, when the SREQ message sreq2
arrives at node e, the node compares the goodness of sreq2
with that of sreq1 that has visited the node. Because the
goodness of sreq2 is not better than that of sreq1, the sreq2
is dropped.
Besides the goodness of SREQs, other SREQ filtering
approaches are used to further reduce the SREQ messages
that have less chance to find a feasible service path. They
are described as follows:
(1) Transmission number filtering: From the simulations,
we found that the SREQs received early by a node
have more chances to get a feasible composite service
than those received lately by the node. So we
introduce a max SREQ transmission number (Nmax ,
for short) which means a node transmits the same
SREQs for at most Nmax times. The SREQs with the
identical sourceNode and msgId are considered as the
same messages. The greater is the max SREQ
transmission number, the more SREQs are transmitted
in the network. An appropriate max SREQ
transmission number can filter and drop a large
number of unqualified SREQ messages.
(2) Performance filtering: For two SREQs, say sreq1 and
sreq2, if sreq1 traverses equal or more service nodes
than sreq2, and the former has shorter distance and
spends less cost, we consider that sreq1 outperforms
sreq2 in terms of distance and cost. Otherwise, we
cannot certainly decide which one is better. When a
node receives a SREQ message sreqk0 , the message
should be compared with each SREQ sreqki in its
SREQ table. If it is not better than any sreqki in terms
of the performances of distance and cost, it will be
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discarded since a better SREQ has been transmitted by
this node before. Otherwise, the sreqki is transmitted.
This approach can avoid the presence of SREQ
message loop during the message searching a service.
(3) Distance filtering: when the distance of a SREQ is
greater than the maximum allowed distance, the
SREQ is discarded.
(4) TTL filtering: TTL (Time-To-Live) refers to the
maximum allowed hop count of a message which is
set to constrain the transmission scope of control
messages.
A node receives a SREQ message sreq0, and suppose
its distance and its cost be Dreq0 and Creq0 , respectively.
Dmax , T T Lmax and Nmax refer to maximum allowed
distance, maximum allowed hop count, and maximum
transmission number, respectively. The SREQ filtering
algorithm is shown as follows.
Algorithm 1 SREQ filtering algorithm on one node
sreq0
Vservice := An array of
sreq0
VSREQ := An array of

services discovered by sreq0
the SREQs that are same with sreq0 in
the SREQ table of the node
if Dsreq0 > Dmax ||T T Lsreq0 > T T Lmax ||Nreq0 > Nmax then
discarding sreq0; return;
end if
sreq0
for each SREQ sreqi in VSREQ do
sreq0

sreqi

if |Vservice | ≥ |Vservice |&&Dsreq0 ≥ Dsreqi &&Csreq0 ≥ Csreqi
then
discarding sreq0; return;
end if
α := the goodness weight
if α Gsreq0 < Gsreqi then
discarding sreq0; return;
end if
end for
adding sreq0 into SREQ table of the node updating the header
information of sreq0
transmitting sreq0 to the neighbors

4.4 Service Composition Reply
When a SREQ finds the last basic service on a node
without violating the distance limitation, it has discovered
a feasible service path. The node creates a Service
Composition Reply (SREP) message which is denoted as
< id, sreqId, replyPath, distance, cost > where id is the
identification of the SREP, sreqId is the msgId of the
corresponding SREQ, replyPath is the reverse one of the
service path discovered by the SREQ, distance and cost
are the total distance and total cost of the service path,
respectively. Then the last service node sends the SREP to
the source node along the replyPath in a unicast way. For
example, in Fig. 1, node h creates a SREP message srep1
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according to sreq1, and unicasts it to source node a along
the path < h, g, f , e, d, c, b, a >.

4.5 Composite Service Selection
After the source node receives the first SREP message, it
would wait for a specified time period. At that time, the
source node usually receives multiple SREP messages, or
multiple feasible service paths. The source node chooses
the best service path whose cost is minimal among the
service paths. Then the best feasible service path
represents the composite service satisfying users’
requirements of functions, location and cost. For
example, in Fig1, source node a receives two SREPs,
srep1 and srep3, and selects srep1 as the composite
service since the cost of srep1 is less than that of srep3.

5 Performance Evaluations
5.1 Performance Metrics
Four performance metrics are considered in our
simulations. The first metric is mean success rate which
is the ratio of the total number of successful attempts to
the total number of service requests. The second one is
mean distance of the discovered service path. The third
one is mean cost of the discovered service path which
represents the price or resource consumptions. The last
metric is mean control message overhead which measures
the load of the algorithms on network resources in terms
of the number of control messages. Sending a control
message over a link is counted as one message.

5.2 Service Composition Algorithms
In addition to the proposed algorithm, called location
based service composition algorithm (LOCCOMP, for
short), there are two typical service composition
algorithms, i.e. DSRSE and DISCOMP. Dsr Service
Extension algorithm (DSRSE, for short) is a service
composition version of Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)
protocol [19]. It extends the DSR to discover and
compose services instead of discovering a destination
node. A client node floods a service request to search the
component services of a composite service in order. Once
the service request message finds a component service in
a node, the node will create a new request message to
discover the next service according to the function graph.
Note that a node is allowed to transmit the same service
request only once. The idea of this algorithm is applied in
the approaches to the execution of distributed tasks in a
literature [12].
Service
Discovery-Composition
algorithm
(DISCOMP, for short) is a well-known service
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composition algorithm including three phases: service
discovery, service composition and route discovery. First,
a node periodically discovers the services on other nodes
and stores their information in a service table. Second,
once receiving a service composition request, the node
selects some services from its local service table and
composes them. In general, the algorithm selects the
component services in the vicinity of client node [1, 20].
Finally, the client node originates a routing request in
search of the route that connects all selected services in
order.
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5.3 Simulation Environments
We implemented three service composition algorithms,
including DSRSE, DISCOMP and our algorithm
LOCCOMP, using Jist/Swans wireless ad hoc network
simulator [21]. In our simulations, 30 nodes are randomly
placed within a 1000m × 1000m area and each of them
has nominal transmission range of 200 meters. The
simulation time is 1000s. Four functions, i.e. f1 , f2 , f3
and f4 , are randomly composed into some linear function
graphs. The maximum distance of the discovered
composite services is set to 3000m. In the network, there
are four types of basic services {s1, s2, s3, s4} where
si ∼ fi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), which are randomly distributed on
nodes. The cost of each service is randomly assigned
within [0, 100). The max SREQ transmission number is
set to 6. In the experiments, we studied the behaviors of
the algorithms in the cases of the different count of
services in the network. Service count is defined as the
count of a type of services. For example, a service count
of 5 means that there are five s1, s2, s3 and s4 services,
respectively. We vary service count from 1 to 20 by
increasing 1.

5.4 Simulation Results
We use three algorithms to do extensive simulations in
order to evaluate these algorithms in terms of four
performance metrics, including success rate, distance,
cost and control message overhead, respectively. The
simulation results are plotted in the following figures.
The success rate of each algorithm improves with the
increase of service count, as shown in Fig. 2. As
expected, more services provide these algorithms more
chances to find feasible service paths. In most of cases,
DSRSE obtains higher success rate than DISCOMP.
Moreover, DISCOMP cannot guarantee to get 100%
success rate even if there are a large number of services in
the network. Although DISCOMP can find each basic
service that is the nearest to the source node, it cannot
guarantee that the path connecting the services in order
must have short distance. Both LOCCOMP and DSRSE
exploit request messages to discover each component

0
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20

Service Count

Fig. 2: Comparison of success rates

service in order, but the former obtain 96.5% success rate
and the latter only obtain 89.5% in average. This is due to
the fact that LOCCOMP allows the same request
messages to visit a node for many times, but DSRSE does
so only once. When the service count is greater than 2,
our algorithm can achieve 100% success rate while other
two ones cannot get such target.
The distance of the composite services discovered by
these algorithms is shown in Fig. 3. With increasing the
service count, the distances of three algorithms are
decreased in most cases. In the three algorithms, DSRSE
almost travels the longest distance to find service paths
while DISCOMP travels the shortest distance. This is
because DSRSE tends to discover the service nodes near
the current nodes and get a long service path, but
DISCOMP tries to discover the service nodes near the
source node and get a relative short path in most of cases.
Since our algorithm uses the distance vitality index to
encourage the SREQ to travel more long path to discover
more potential services, our algorithm results in a
relatively long distance compared to DISCOMP when
service count is less than 10. Our algorithm can obtain the
comparable distance with DISCOMP in the cases of
many services in the network.
Fig. 4 shows the cost of the discovered service paths.
When there are few services in the network, such as
Ns < 8 where Ns is the service count, the cost of DSRSE
and DISCOMP goes up with increasing service count.
The abnormal trends are induced by the fact that the small
service count leads to low success rates which obviously
influences the statistical results. In the cases of Ns ≥ 8,
both DSRSE and DISCOMP get relatively stable cost as
well as stable success rate. Since the two algorithms
merely aim to find the services with the least hops with
regardless of service’s cost, the increase of service
number do not obviously influence the cost of composite
services. Our algorithm is able to find composite services
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increasing services, while in the conditions of Ns ≥ 10,
they keeps relatively invariable. Our algorithm produces
the least control messages in the three algorithms. This is
due to the fact that the effective filtering algorithm of
request messages is used to drop the unqualified or
surplus request messages during the message
transmission.
In summary, from the above simulation results, we
can see that the proposed algorithm significantly
outperforms two other algorithms in terms of success rate,
cost and control message count. Specifically, our
algorithm can obtain higher success rate of service
compositions and lower cost of composite services with
using the least control messages and the comparable
distance with comparison with the previous service
composition algorithms.

Fig. 4: Comparison of service cost

6 Conclusions
with the decrease of cost when increasing services. In
most of cases, our algorithm can achieve significantly
lower cost in comparison with the two other algorithms.
In average, the cost of composite services found by our
algorithm is only 62% of those found by DSRSE and only
56% of those found by DISCOMP, respectively.
Fig. 5 shows the control message count of these
algorithms. DISCOMP almost creates more control
messages than other two algorithms, and its control
message count is relatively invariable whether there are
few or more services in the network. This is the reason
that DISCOMP broadcasts messages for two times to
discover basic services and discover the routing
connecting the basic services respectively, which results
in a large amount of control messages in any case of
service count. In the conditions of Ns < 10, the control
messages of both DSRSE and LOCCOMP increase with
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In this paper, we present a novel distributed service
composition algorithm based on location in a wireless ad
hoc network. With the lack of central servers or nodes in
such a network, each node employs the proposed
algorithm to create, process and transmit control
messages to communicate with each other. The nodes are
collaborated in an effective way to search basic services,
discover the routing linking the services, and compose
them on the fly. In order to satisfy user’s requirements of
distance constraint and cost minimization, the algorithm
tries to visit more nodes to find the composite services
with the lower cost under the condition of distance
constraint. However, this effort easily leads to more
control messages which consume more resources, such as
computation and memory of nodes and the bandwidth of
wireless networks, and even result in network failure.
Hence, to reduce control message overhead, effective
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control message filtering approaches, including the
goodness of request messages, transmission number
filtering, performance filtering, distance filtering and
TTL, are applied to effectively discard the control
messages with less chances to find composite services.
Extensive simulation results demonstrate that the
proposed algorithm can not only obtain a higher success
rate and lower cost of composite services with using less
control overhead when compared to other service
composition algorithms.
As a future work, we will extend the proposed
algorithm to achieve service compositions of more
complicated function graphs which may contain
conditional branches, parallel branches and hierarchical
structures.
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